A discrete dynamics model for synchronization of pulse-coupled oscillators.
Biological information processing systems employ a variety of feature types. It has been postulated that oscillator synchronization is the mechanism for binding these features together to realize coherent perception. A discrete dynamic model of a coupled system of oscillators is presented. The network of oscillators converges to a state where subpopulations of cells become phase synchronized. It has potential applications to describing biological perception as well as for the construction of multifeature pattern recognition systems. It is shown that this model can be used to detect the presence of short line segments in the boundary contour of an object. The Hough transform, which is the standard method for detecting curve segments of a specified shape in an image was found not to be effective for this application. Implementation of the discrete dynamics model of oscillator synchronization is much easier than the differential equation models that have appeared in the literature. A systematic numerical investigation of the convergence properties of the model has been performed and it is shown that the discrete dynamics model can scale up to large number of oscillators.